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RADIATION PROM FIRES~ BUILDING SEPARATION

Margaret Law

1 •..IAtroductiOll

..-..i'hia. report. d1BMlP884·:tbe..n.ak offire~..t=. a burning bu11d'ng to
BUlToUllding property due to radiation. It dellcribes n,ys of determining the
separa.tion..betlVeen ..b", J di ngs .,ao..aa to.- rednce ..the. .. begprdpto SZ:> aCCeptable. level,
and_con·1dera.•thads 4.. framing. 1egA' ...requ1r ememtB-.for..hui Jding separationo

. ,...Rrperi menta._b&'18. bean cerried .ou1o-.at.-tbe.J"oiAt, Fire.ll.eBgercb. Orseni utiOll
to meBB"r~..the intenBitiea of radiation.,likely .t4-ba encoun.tered t'=m.t'Ues ~or

different, venti' gt10n -ccmdit1 ODe,-Where "lenti ',,+, on meens ..the-&.1.%!. anpp'7-,t!lrough
doo.r.a,. .... ndows...and. other open1ng!lT-SDd ..d.ifferent gmcmnts 4t. oombustible ...materials.
Although.:tba i nveBtisetion.-Ul:t4-tbe· tector-a.ef'tecting.-tbe..gowthof ~e in
enclosures is still incomplete, sufficient ~ormation ia now available ~or an
'U9BBm ent .ot' the range.Clf intena1ti_wh1ch-·woW.d· be-~o=d in practice insofar
aBtbey need to. behknCllm ~= thi-a.problem.of-9Xp08Ul"e.

In another series o~ experiments the effect of radiation on various COIlllllOD

mater:>.als has been ,investigated and in particW.a.r the mini'Dlllll intensity ~or

ignition under various conditions has beeA.toundo

Once the intensity of radiation from a fire in a building is knom and the
maximum acceptable level o~ radiation on the exposed building is deoided, it is
possible to calculate the minimum separation necessary between the two buildings.
In practice. when a building is be:LDg planned the position of the potentially
exposed building is frequently not known end it is necessary to position the
former building in relation to its site boundary. For this and legal reasons. it
is the boundary distanoe. the~ore. which should be specified. The implications
of this are disoussed later.

For admdn1strative purposes it is desirable for legal requirements to be as
simple as possible. While the basic requirements ms.Y be stat.ed simply, their
interpretation ~or varied types of structure ~ involve calculations of some
complexity; it then beoomes desirable to compile a series of simple conditions
which are deemed to satist'y the basic requirements. Inevitably, in covering all
cases, these simplifications ms.Y lead to some degree of overestimation of the
required distance and it ms.Y be important in some instances, where land is extra
valuable or the site area limited, that the boundary distance should be not even
one ~oot longer than necessary. This report the~ore gives not only the basis of
calculation for the "deemed to satist'y" conditions but also methods of calculating
more accurately the required distances in &ll,Y special cases where it is considered
worth while to undertake detailed calculations.

2. Intensity o~ radiation from a fire

The intensity of radiation, I, from a bod3' is related to its abso'lute
temperature T, according to the well known law:

I =€cr T*"
where ~ is emissivity, less then or equal to unity;

6' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constimt;
~ 1.36 X 10-12 cal cm-2s-1 °c-4 •

For a black: bod3'€ has the lII!l%imum value of unity and a uniformly heated
enclosure with a small opening ms.Y be assumed to have the cb&racteristics of a
black: bod3' radiator. Thus when a room or compartment is fully involved in ~ire

it ms.Y be thOUght of as a black: 1lcld3' radiator. For a large opening this 'assumption
is not strictly correct but the b&zF is only overestimated to a slight extent.
Temperatures have been measured in experimental ~ires for dif~erent values of
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ventiJAtion(1)(2~(3) (4)(5)~p~ tempenrtlU"u-ath1ned. inside mQD!s ...are
shown ill.!i.6~ t( )f=~.vaJl!es.of'.aizo..n-tactor.A./Hy~A is
the._a:eee._&Ill1.~..tbe-.~ht..at'.-the.open1ng ..tllr=gh whi.cll.-a1.r.. enters the. fire
and. from,..n' ciJ .f' eV'A8~ emergeo· -b.ae measurements !D1'st.·.ba, interpreted .-eare
~. ai nce ..-tJ1a .temperature .1D...--the-.regicm .4t~ the _alU M "8 ins*z"'1D'An+,. which
waS,.nellS' 'y..~ ...tbe-.ce;'1 ns, mq Dot be Z!8PNI~mtative.ot-y.-an:Lia, prC'bebq .
highezdJwly.-tha..temperatllre-4f' .tI:le -ezlclosure ~··a w1loJe~ . .Bowever y -t!le
results in Fig. 1 do show that temperature r.l.sss with air f'l0lr eventually
reeeb1 Z1 g. a .1lteaa3" value. not greater than 1 y200 C_above.a certain- depeat'..
ven~tion.

....The!eezpe.r~a were- 0&ZT1ed out fort'11'e·J.oads* .rllllg1ng.~25
12O.kg/m:..(5..,25 J.b;It't2} and it waa-f.ound .t!lat.-above a-certa1n vaJlle ...of,.aizo.
nOlr..the.temperature atta1neddependedto..aomP_-utent.on.tbe-.fireJ.oadaince
11" the. fire .load ·was·,about- 25.q;1m2 (5' Ib-/f.'t?), tbe- .1IIlI....tmmr.temperature
atte1 ned_a belOlr tba line drawn -in Fis. 1 (6) • IDorea ej ng .the 4'ire J..oacl
gave ~gher Pilllk-temper~turesbut it appea.red t!let once the fire load _s
about 40 kg/II\~' (81b/f.'t ). further increases ·gave no.1'-Ul'ther cbaDge. ill
temperature. The effeot of' ventilation and fire load on temperature is
shown d1agraDllll&ticalJyaa ..the aeriea of' ourvell in Fig. 2 each oune
reach~ a s~eady value of' tempereture whioh depends on the fire load.. ,

Other eJqleriments(7) with well ventilated fires in various scale rooms
oonsistillg of' cubes oomplete];v open on one side show that the lDlIJ[imum
illtensity of radiation emitted varies with the fire load/unit floor area
inside the cube'. While the temperatl,U"e attained by a fire is clear];v some
funotion of' :\;he total fire load and of tha dimensions of the enclosure there
is some reason to thiJlk that it may not be the aimple concept of fire load/
unit area whioh is the controlling factor. However, for the purpose of' this
report where; as it will be shown, certain broad assumptions must be made, it
is enough to show that the intensity of' radiation from the fire varies with
the fire load/unit floor area and the results for peak intensity are shown in
Fig. 3. The peak intensity was maintained for tha order of 2 minutes. The
range of' fire load in these experiments was necessari];v limited to amounts
which did not restrict the ventilation; it can be seen that the values of
intensity for the 1/9 scale room with the higher fire loads are low because
the amount of combustible needed to give the required fire load meant t!lat
the vent1lat~on was restricted. The equation of the line drawn in Fig. 3 is

1
0

= 0.082F

-2 ~1where 10 is intensity of' radiation cal em a .

F is fire load in kg/m2

and 11" the lille is extrapolated to a fire load of' 49 kg/m2 (10 Ib/ft2) a
value of 4 cal em-2s-1 is obtained for 10• Measurements of intensity from a
full scale fire with this fire load gave a peak value of 4.3 cal cm-2s-1 (2).
(This corresponds to a black body temperature of 1,1<lOoC which is approximate];v
the limiting temperature attained in a fire, as shown in Fig. 1). Assuming
that as there is a limiting value for temperature within an enclosure so there
will be a limiting value of intensity of' radiation from the enclosure, it then
appears reasonable to take, for well velltilated_tir.ea,. ~an.1ntensity.of
4 cal cm-2s- 1 as the steady va~ue of' intensity representative of' most occupan
cies. For occupancies with low fire load an arbitrary value of'. intensity of
2 cal QD!-2S- 1 may be taken.

This definition of intensity in terms of' two types of' fire load on];v is
the first broad simp111"ication.

*The fire210ad in these experiments _s &llcOlDbustible, consisting of timber;
120 kg/m is an average value for most occupllllcies.
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It is clear from Fig. 1 that when A$exoeeds a certain val1ll! ~he ventila

tion has !itt.Ie effect on the temperature of the enclosure. Since on~ ldndow·
measuring 2 m x 2.5 m, (3 ft x 8 ft) gives an air flow factor of 2.5ur'/2' it 1a
apparent that for the majority of buildings a fire may always be considered
capable of reaching temperatures of 1,100 - 1 ,2000 C. In the few cases where
.the windows.are small ,8JW. affect the· veJat.iJsHon it can" shown that the
calculated aeparationdistance is alae small and allowing fOr the effect of low
ventilation makes little difference to the separation distance. The effect of
ventilation on intansity baa therefore been:ll8g!ected. Neglecting the effeot
of VQ»tilation on intensity is the secolld silllpl1fication.

The number of openings radiating will· depend on t1I,e extent of the fire
inside the building. If the building is divided by fire ~v;sion walls, or if
full;y compartmented, then only one division or compartmen~, ~C?~d in theory riuliate
at a time and the single division or compartment with the larf!E!st area of opening
would be taken as the one on which to base the required separation distance.

An opening is ~. part of an external wall 1ihich does no~ haTe the required
fire resistance speoified for the buil41ng under' consideration and hence would
allow the transmission of radiation. A wall clad with timber would be considered
as all opening aince the burning timber would act as a source of radiation and
the area of any timber on part of the wall would be added to the area of openings.
Similarl;y, a sub-standard part of a wall is regarded as an opening.

In the foregoing" the contribution of flames outside the willdow to the
radiation has been negleoted. This is reasonable for a first approximation though
there haY~ ~learl;y been cases where large flames bave been observed for which this
is not so~8}. The sizes of, these flames and the faotors affecting them, both in
still air and in the presence of a wind, are now being investigated and may lead
to some modification, in certain cases, of the separation distances recommended
in this report. One way in which this could be done without changing the basis
of these recommendations would be to ascribe an effeotive window area greater
then the actual window area by some factor which could be dete:nuned separatel;y•

.(/ .... ~.

3. Effect of radiation on combustible materials

When a building i~ exposed to radiation there is not' only"the hazard to ~
combustible material on the outaide of the bUilding but also to' combustible
contents of a room due to radiation entering the windows. .,

The most commonl;y·found combU8t1ble material on theexterlor Or buildings is
timber and its behaviour when exposed to radiation is representative of a large
variety of building materials. If it is exposed to a suff1cien.tl;y hisJ1 intenaity
it will ignite spontaneousl;y; at a lower intensity it will,onl;y ignite if a
subsidiary- source of ignition is within t in. of the surfB:ce(pilot ignition)and
at a still(lrer intensity onl;y if the source is aotuall;y ~,.t~ surface (surface
igr.:1tion). 9. . . . ... "v

" ,

2 Sfontaneous' ignition will onl;y occur for incident intensities above 0.8 cal
cm- s" (177 B.Th.U.ft-2s-1) , pilot ignition, the second ,oondition, for intensit
ies above 0.3 cal cm""2s- 1 and the third condition, surface igl!~tion, for
intensities above '0.1 cal cm-2s-1 • With surfaoe ignition the'denlopment of
flame at low intensiti~s is alow though it may be affeoted 'b£:1!ind•.. ~

With bUilding fires a spark or fl;ying brand can act :as a-~bsidiar,y source
of ignition. At'a distanoe sufficientl;y large for the ~teiis~~y to be a m1ninmm
for pilot ignition, many sparks will bave burnt out before theY'reach the surface
and it is probably onl;y the larger burning particles which may oause ignition.
If burning particles reach the surface and the intensity is ~99 low for pilot
ignition, surface ignition is possible on],y if the particle lodges on the surfaoe.
Even then the development of flame is likel;y to be slow. If we assume that the
fire brigade will be available within a short time for the proteotion of exposed
property it would appear reasonable, therefore, to adopt as our criterion a
distance such that the 'intensity of radiation on the exposed building rill be
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below the minimum for pilot ignition, i.e. it should not exceed 0.3 cal cm-2

s-1 (66 B.Th.U.ft-2min-1).

The minimum intensities given above are for ignition of oven-dried timber
unprotected by paint. In practice the timber will always contain some moisture
which (ha~ the effect of raising the minimum intensity at which ignition lfill
occur 10). The amount of moisture in the exposed timber ~ vary but in no
condition will it be more hazardous than the oven-dried one. Ilost paints also
raise the minimum intensity but since weathering and cracking ~ expose bazoe
timber the protective value of any paint has not been allowed for. It will
thus be seen that the figures taken err on the side of safety~

EXPeriments(8) have shown that a material in an enclosure lfill ignite
for a lower intensity of radiation than it will in the open, so that although
,'the .. intensity of radiation falling on an exposed building ~ be below the
~ for pilot ignition in the open, there ~ still be a hazard to the
contents of a room because of radiation coming throui!P the window. Although
the plate glass in a window can absorb about 40 per cent of the radiation from
a building fire it cannot be relied on to afford protection to the contents
of the room since it is so liable to crack and fall out. No' figure of a
maximum "safe" intensity for glass can be given with confidence since such
variable factors as restraint at the edges and stresses in· the glass itself
affect its behaviour. The worst case ot ~ediate cracking and falling out
IIlUllt therefore be assumed. Experiments t11) with 1/10 scale model rooms with
an opening either 33 per cent or 100 per cent of the area of the exposed wall
showed there was a gl'eater hazard with the larger opening. 'TIle roolUS were
furnished and' lined either with plasterboard or fibre insulating board. A
small gas flame was introduced to represent a subsidiary sourCe of ignition
such as a fire in the gl'ate or other heating appliance. The experiments
showed that with the larger opening and either type of iining ignition of
one of the articles of furniture near the window would occur after 20
minutes exposure to an intensity of 0.3 cal cm-2s- 1 • With the smaller
opening pilot ignition of the lining would occur within half an hour for an
intensity of 0.8 cal C1li'2s-1 with the plasterboard lining and 0.56 cal 01li'2s-1
with the fibz:e insulating board lining. There is reason to believe that on
full scale, highe, intensities of radiation would be need~,to' produce the
above'effects(S~. We can now picture the worst situation as Ii room with one
whole side occupied by a window, the glass complete4r de8trOY~, exposed to
the peak radiation from a building fire for at least 20 minutes. When we
consider the time taken for a fire to develop to its peak 'it is clear that the
fire brigade would be available in ample time to protect the exposed building.
It again appears reasonable then to speoify that the separa~ion of buildings
IIlUllt be such t~t the incident intensity of radiation will not exoeed
0.3 cal cm-2s- • .4'

4. Calculation of intensity of radiation at !!IlY point

Given the intensity of radiation emitted by a fire ,and the dimensions and
distribution of the windows and other openings of the buiiding it is 'possible
to oalculate the maximum distanoe at which the intensity at a point on a vert
ioal facade faoing this building, if on fire, wO,uld not exceed 0.3 cal om-2s-1•

If a burning enclosure is emitting I o cal am-2s-1 then,1;~ intensity at
the point is given by

I = Ii I o

where Ii is the configuration faotor(12). The value of ~ depends on the
¥-mensions of the window opening in the enclosure facing 'the "point in question
and the distance of the point from the window. '

For any number of windows, n, similarly radiating

I = (~1 42 + ~;''+ ---- + ¢n)Io

J

• I

• I".
-,
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= 0.3 cal em s110 that it we sp ecity I

~
""'II

''I.
n = ~

1
0

Given the dimensions and diSP~i tions of the windowll, it is possible to find the'
distance to give the required' 'I.

~n

The calculation of separation distance can thus be expressed as a pure~

geometrical problem and this is the approach discussed by Bevan and Webster(13).
'. Sinoe windows are almost invariably rectangular in shape only configuration

factors for rectangular radiators will be considered and the exposed point will
be assumed to be on a v~plane parallel to the plane of the radiator.
Values of ¢ calculated bYTau'lJiorit1es (12)(14) are given in Fig. 4 for a point
P on a perpendicular axis throu@l:1 the corner of the rectangular radiator as shown
in Fig. 5(a). By using the additive property of configuration factors the value
of ¢ at any point can be found. Thus in Fig. 5(b) the ¢ at P is the sum of ¢ for
the,rectangles AEPH, EBFP,.PFCG and HPGD, and in Fig. 5(c) the sumfbrrectangles
AEPG, GPFD minus the sum for BEPH and HPFC. For one rectangular radiator the
maximum intensity at any distance lies on the perpendicular axis through the
centre of the rectangle. For more than one radiator thEi position at which there
is the maximum intensity depends on the relative positions and sizes of the
radiators. '

It is possible, using the 'above information, to calculate the separation
distance for any facade but in many cases the work involved would be tedious and
methods of simplification will be outlined.

,', .

~. Specification of bounda;r distance

It has already been stated that a building is 'in general positioned in
relation to its site boundary. One obvious w~ of sp~c:l,fying this boundary
distance is to halTe the separation distance so that it two similar buildings,
one the mirror image of the other, are then placed.on opposite sides of the
boundary the distance between them is the correct separation distance. For two
dissimilar buildings, however, the one with the sme,1.1.er l:!oundary distance ~ be
at a disadTantage it the other is on fire. To allo,w foz:, such discrepancies as
these a larger fraction than half the separation di~t~o~' might be specified but
to ensure that in every situstion no less then the correct separation would be
attained the boundary distance would have to be Ter;; iarge ani in many cases there
would be much wasted land. If the principle of positioD:ing buildings in relation
to the site boundary is accepted then some form of compromise seems inevitable.
The remainder of this report is devoted to illustrating ~implitied methods of
obtaining the boundary distance in terms of half the separation distance.

It has been suggested that it would be simpler to specify an intensity at
the boundary rather than half the distance for an intel?-~ity of 0.3 cal cm-2s-1•
However, for the correct separation distance, the intensity at the boundary
depends on the shape of the bui:J,iling and amount of op~ings since the variation
of intensity with distance froIlll'i"ectangular radiator does not follow a simple law.
A Talue of intensity at the boundary could be chosen so that in no case was the
boundary, distance less than half the separation distance and this would mean that
in some cases: the boundary diiltance might be as much as 40 per oent greater than
half, the separation distance. SUch a specification would remove some of the
disorepancies outlined in the preceding paragraph and the possibility of specifying
boundary distances in this ~, as another form of compromise, could be borne in
mind. '
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6. Calculation of boundm distance

6. 1. Eleyation with a number of opan1Jy:s

For most elevations wit~. a number of windows the problem can be reduced
to that of a single radiator. This single radiator is the reotangle which
totall;y encloses all the openings in the elevation (termed the overall
enclosing rectangle) c~nsidered as radiating at a reduced intensity, the
reduction factor being the ratio of the total area of all the. openings to
the area of the enclosing relltangle. Thus, if the area .01' thEi openings were
50 per cent of the area of tlle enclosing rectangle and the building contained
a high fbre load,then the intensity 4 cal Clll""2s-1 would be. reduced by a
factor 5 /100 and the "ffectiYe radiating intensity of the rectangle would be
taken as 2 cal cm-2s-1• The appropriate configuration factor" would then be
calculated in order to find the required separation distance.'

Consider the elention in Fig. 6(a). The rectBngltr'ABCiPenoloses all
the openings and the area of the openings is 50 per cen~. of.*e are~ 0, ABCD.
The equbalent radiator is s~own in Fig. 6(b) with I = 2.0"clU cm- s-o . ..,

.\'~ = 0.'1 =0.15 ..'
··~n ~2.0

""~ for the point P ill the sum of ¢ for eaoh of the separate' rectangles, as~ n .
in Fig. 5(b), and sine' these rectangles are identical, 'one;~ write

~ ¢n = 4 x ¢ for EBFP

•.• ¢ for EBFP =0~5 =0.0375

Referring to Fig. (4) we have

A = 10ft

n = 3
and for ¢ = .0375, ~ = 0.69

o·oC=4!.ft

and boundar,y distance, b = 22ft

Separation distances haye been calculated for diffei-entpercentage
openings and different length to width ratioll and the corresponding boundary
distances are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Where the percentage opening falls
between two values shown in these figures, the boundar,y .distance for the
higher value should be taken.. --,

The configuration factor for an elevation with arw number of openings
could alternatiYely be found with an optical analogue which uses the fact
that the transmission of li/!Jlt radiation obeys the same laws as for heat
radiation. A piece of diffusing glass is evenly illuminated and used as the
radiator, portions are masked to represent the blank walls aJl4 tlle light
intensity at any point is measured with a photo electric"celll15}.

6. 2. Variation in bounda2;y distance .. .;. ...
The distance nonnal to a rectangular radiator at which the intensity is

a gben fraction of the intensity at .the window is a marlmum opposite the .
centre. and is less opposite the edges. The difference between these distances
becomes les/l marked as the height of the radiator increases relative to its
width. In most cases, little is lost by requirlng that the maXimum boundary
distance shall extend for the full width of the radiator but where, for
example, there is an opening next to a portion of blank wall t.he boundary
could be allowed to approach the blank portion and some simple rule must be
derlsed to allow for this. '.

.'

-;
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Por a given width of radiator the intensi~ of rad~tion at the sides is
greatest when the height is very large so that if' we cater for an infinitely tall
strip we shall cover all cases found in practice. It is shown in Appendix I that
if' the boundary is drawn the width of the radiator and continued as an arc of a
circle with centre the edge of the radiator and radius the boundary distance, then
the line so drawn is alwa.vs greater than half the se~~tion distance. The
application of this role is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the elevation,is similar
to the one in Fig. 6 but with a long portion of blank: wall. The boundary
diBtance, already calculated as 22 ft, is drawn as shown in Fig. 9.

6. 3. Irrefjlllar eleTations

The calculation of boundary distance in terms of a'''single radiator has been
outlined for simple elevatioDll with STanly distributed openings~ It is also
pOBBible to calculate boundary distances for irregular IllevatioDll in terms of
single radiators and methods of doing this will now be given.

6. 3. 1. Elevation with uneven distribution of 0PEllingS

'While for a majority of elevations with a number'Of" openings the boundary
distance can be found from the dimansions of the enclosing raotangle' and the
percentage of openings, there may be one or more openings sufficiently large
to require a local increase in the boundary distance. 'Consider the elevation
and plan in Fig. 10. For the enclosing rectangle 'Ail~'~ ',there is 30 per cent
area of opening, n =5, A = 20 ft and we obtain from Fig. 7 for the boundary
distance, '

b = 18 ft

For REeF there is 90-pez- oent opening, n = 1" A = ?O, and from Pig. 7,
for 100 per cent opening

b = 20ft

It is necessary, therefore, to increase the boundary distance in the
region of EBCP. The boundary position calculated ,for tl)e whole rectangle
ABeD is drawn first. A second boundary position is then drawn for the
rectangle EBCF and continued as an arc of radius 20 ft until it meets tbe
position (see 6. 2.).

The procedure therefore in all cases is to find first the boundary
distance for the overall enclosing rectangle and then to increase this
locally where necessary. It will be found in practice,,~at in most cases
no local increase is necessary.

first

. ", ...
6. 3. 2. Elevation with widely spaced openinp;a

If openings are spaced very widely apart then a 'point opposite one
oPEiling may receive negligible amount of radiation"fi'oQlT:the next opening
and for the purposes of calculating boundary distance the openings may be
considered separatel,y. The boundary distance lllll\Y :be" calpuJated firstly for

"the rectangle enclosing all tbe openings and it is shown in Appendix 2 that
if' the distance between the openings is greater than four times this boundary
distance, they lllll\Y be treated as separate radiators.

Considering the elevation in Fig. 11 the encl,osing rectangle ABCD
has' 20 per cent opening, n = 5, A = 20 ft and we obtain from Fig. 7

b = 12 ft
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The distance between the two rectangles AEJID and FPCG is 60 ft which

,is greater than 4 x b so that these reotangles may be oonsidered separateJ,y.
For AEHD with 50 per oent opening, n = 1.5, A = 20 ft and b =16 ft. For
FBCG with 50 per oeUt opening, n = 2, A = 10 ft and b = 10 ft. '

6. 3. 3. Elevation with recessed portion

If' one part of an elevation is reoessed, then there may be a corresponding
change in the boundary distallOe, the effect of the reoess depending 'on the
amount of openings. If' the reoess contains openings on all three walls,
then it will appear as a radiating enclosure and if for .example there were
100 per cent openings on all the walls it would have the same effeot as a
100 per oent opening at the front of the aperture. ,~'ianeral, the total
area of the openings in 1fha recess sboulcl.- be added together, express~d as a
peroentage of the area of the aperture, the aperture then being Considered
as a radiator and the bo~dary distance for the .wholeelevation fowll1
accordingJ,y.' Where,the total area of the openings is equal to or greater than

. the area of the aperture, the aperture should be considered as a radiator with
100 per oent 'openings. '

In Fig. 12 the rectangle EFGH ill set back 15 'ft. "The total area of
openings in this recess is 60 per cent of the area of the rectangle EFGH.
Assuming this area to be at the aperture and with 46 per cent opening in
the other two rectangles, the area of opening for, the enclosing rectangle
ABCD is 45 per oent.

In Fig. 7 for 50 per ~ent opening, n = 4, A = 20 ft.

b = 24 ft

Where there are openings on the rear wall only of' the recess, then a
reduction in the boundary distance may be effected' as follows,; A first value
of the bowll1ary distance b1' may be made assuming :as before all the openings
to be radia~ at the aperture. The area of openings in the reoess oan

, 2b
1

2 ,";
then be reduced by the faotor,( 2b ) , where r is the depth of the recess,

1 + r
and a seoond boundary distance, b2 ! found. 'lhis seoond,;value is taken as the
final boundary distance. (It would be possible to repeat the process to
reduce b and continue until there was no further change in sucoessive
values b6t such refinement is not neoessary for building purposes).

i:
In Fig. 13 the rectangle EFGH is set back 16,ft and there are no openings

on the side of the recess. Each of the three reotangles contains 40 per cent
area ,of opanings. For the encloising reotangle ABCD, n =5, A = 20 ft and from
Fig. 7 for 40 per oent opening ,

b1 = 23 ft

The openings in'the reoess oan be reduced by the:-faotor2b .: ',~.~

( 1)2 =(46)2
2b1 + r ~,

so that EFGH can be considered to have 22 per oen~ ope~ng. For the enclosing
reotangle ABCD this gives 30 per oent opening and for' n = 5, A = 20 ft, from
Fig. 7,' , ' z

b2 = 18 ft

2b1 2'
The adoption of the reduction faoto!;", (2b + r) is due to simple geometrioal

oonsiderations of the apPFent size of the op;;JingS in the reoess as oompared with
the other openings when viewed from a point at the separation distanoe. 'lhis is
illustrated in Fig. 13 which shows the equivalent ,radiator used.,

;;
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The boUlldary distance for a building with some upper floors recessed can

be calculated in the ssme way. Where some floors are recessed a distance r 1"and others a distance r 2, then the rllduction factors
2b1 2 2b1' 2 '

(2b ) , (2b ) . should be applied to the area of openings in the
1 + r 1 1 + r 2 '

relevant portions.

6. 3.,4. Ele_ticnwith-aet .back '

.WheI:l-partof a blliJdingis ,aetbacktbera--can bea ,c0rr8apand1Dg set
back in the bouiJdary and ita final position is ,found by considering the building"
from two aspects. A boundar,v position is first found assuming no set back and
then' part is altered to allow for the set back. This allowance is made by .
viewing from the aide and constructing an equivalent radiator which encloses
all the openings, these openi!igs being expressed as a percentage of the equiva
lent radiator and the appropriate .boundary position found. For the final
boUlldary position, the first one is taken until it meets the seoond.

In Fig. 14 the rectangle FBCG is set back 30 ft behind AEIlD. Assuming
no set back then for the enolosing reotangle ABCD, n = 5, A = 20 ft, and for
40 per oent opening, from Fig. 7

b = b1 = 23 ft.

1 1 1 1Now consider the equival8!1t radiator, A B on the plan. A B = 103ft
and the height of this radiator is 20 ft. The openings in AEIlD, EFGH, FBCG
are 50 per cent of the area of the equivalent radiator. For this radiator
n = 5.15, A = 20ft, and from Fig. 7 for 50 per cent opening

b = b2 = 27 ft.

The positions of the two boUlldaries are shown in Fig. 14 the portions of each
which are nearer to the elevation being taken as the final boUlldary position.
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APPENDIX I

Consider a radiator of infinite height. The coDf'iguration factor (I{. at a
point P on a vertical ~14ne, not necessariJ,y parallel with the plane of the
radiator, is given by( 2)

(I{ = t (cose{ + cosp) (1)

where 0{ and ~ are shown in Fig. 15(a).

The value ofl§lwhich will give the DBXimum value of (I{ at any point is
required. For a given point the angler subtemed by the radiator at P is
independent 01'(3.

Writing a( co 180 - (13 +y> ,
we obtain ~=tfin(~ + r) - sin f>]
For (I{ to be a msximum .

r = 180 - 2(J

0( =.13
For a given value of (I{ and of = 13 = constant, than Yis constant.~.the

locus of P is therefore the circumference of a circle subtelllled by the radiator
as a chord. .

If' the width of the radiator is W the maxi.1D1lID value of separation distlUlCe C
from the centre of the radiator is obtained from

(2)

(3)

•

'.

The boundary distance is then given by

b =¥ =~fi12-1
(l{c

By requiring the boundary distance to be not less than b at all points,
the boundary will alwa;vs be at a distance greater than cr equal to half' the
separation distance siDce C is the maximum separation distance •

(i)



APPENDIX 2

Widell spaced' cpeningS

Ccnsider two infinitely high radiators, 1 'and 2, widths Wi and iW~" separated
by a blank wall length 1. '

Then from equation
radiator 2 is given by

It is required to find the value at 1 such the.t for a point at a distance
C
2'

opposite 2, the radiation received from.. t~' radiator 1 is negligible. The
configuration factar f4r radiator 1. .is given ljy,hom ,equat1cm (1) Appendix 1)

fc
1 ... Wi . "1 1tii = z ... · 2

.... lf7=.+(1+W1) ft2
2

+ l,

If the. effect at radiator 1 is considered negligible when its co.Dt~but1OD
to the total radiation is not greater than 5 per oent, i.e.

"'1 '(0.00375

JC2
2

+ (1 ... ~2 )'2:" ...
From equations (4) and (5)

, . .
1

(5)

It is comrenient :to eXPress 1 in terms of. the: boundary distance 'tor the
whole elevation. '.". '

For the whole ~levation ~e percentage open.:iD8 ~s

Wi ... W2 2W2
W:1 .... ~2' ... 1 % 100 = 2W

2i
:+ 1 % 100

..

and

•• •

From equation

~2
I~ =4.0 % 2W +'1'

, 2
i ') 0.' 2W2; + "1".. rJ = % -.o;;"i:!!.~

': • ::: c 4.0~2

(2) Appendix 1

" ,

,(~)

(6)



where C is the separation distance for the whole facade.

From (6) and (7)

for

i. e.

1 = 17.4W2 C = 9.17W2

1 ",'0.,.. 8b _.._--.. C
.:.'~-,"~ J. ~. &.J-- :-. 2

•

"

'~

•• for 1,,» 4b one radiator has negligible effeot at a point opposite another
of the same size. Since the interaotion of the two radiators is greatest
when they are equal, this rule holds for all cases.

(11i)
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